Government and Politics 761
International Political Economy

Contact Information:
Professor: Dr. Todd Allee
Office: 2114 Chincoteague Hall
Email: tallee@umd.edu
Office Hours: Tue: 3:20-5:00 and by appt.

Course Information:
University of Maryland
Fall 2019
Tydings 1136
Tue: 12:30-3:15pm

Course Description and Objectives:

This course is a Ph.D. seminar, intended primarily for doctoral students in Government and Politics, which explores recent research in international political economy (IPE). Students are expected to be familiar with international relations theory, and some knowledge of quantitative methods is essential. No background in economics is required or assumed, although students should have a capacity to engage in analytical reasoning.

We begin by investigating international trade from various micro perspectives, before then considering domestic and global trade institutions. During the second half of the course we explore various topics related to cross-border financial flows, including debt, investment, aid, and migration. Across all substantive issue areas, emphasis is placed on understanding the range of factors (voters, organized interests, parties, political institutions, and global forces) that influence foreign economic policy choices as well as the effects of those choices on a range of domestic and international outcomes. Because IPE is a broad and rapidly-evolving field, we will focus on contemporary scholarship (i.e., within the past 10-15 years) that is contained in academic journals. Nearly all of the readings are taken from political science journals, although a few are taken from journals in economics.

Policies and Requirements:

Your final grade will be based on three requirements, which are detailed below. All written assignments are expected to be completed on time, and any work that is turned in late will be penalized one-half of a letter grade for each day that it is late. All requirements for the course should be completed by the end of the semester; incomplete grades will not be given except in exceptional circumstances.

1) Class Participation: (30%) - This is a Ph.D. level seminar, so you are expected to complete all required readings before class and to come to class prepared to comment on all of the readings. In addition, it is recommended that you think about the readings collectively and come to class with well-formulated thoughts about: i) the strengths and weakness of the literature for that week, ii) suggestions on how to improve the literature, and iii) a list of one or more new, researchable, questions on that week’s topic. You will be given a grade for class participation that reflects the quantity and quality of your in-class comments, as well as your general attitude and effort toward the course.
2) Weekly “Research Extension” Papers: (30%) – Three times during the course of the semester you will be required to write a short paper in which you articulate your ideas for extending the research presented in one or more of the assigned readings for that week. In short, you should lay out a proposal for your own research that follows up on something we read for the week. Your paper should be no longer than 1000 words.

What do you need to do in the paper?

- Briefly recap the relevant literature. You should not provide an exhaustive review, but rather should identify the most important elements of past work in order to “set the stage” for what you propose to do. You should engage whichever assigned article(s) is serving as the springboard for your proposed research, as well as mention any other research that is relevant (which may or may not be cited in the assigned article/s). You are likely to be identifying some problem, limitation, or “gap” in existing studies, and you should take a professional and collegial tone in doing so. Please keep your “lit review” discussion as brief as possible, taking care only to engage the elements of past research that are directly relevant to what you plan to do.

- Identify what you propose to do – and justify the importance of doing so. Tell us what your research extension is going to be – whether that is asking an entirely new question, providing a new explanation for an existing question, utilizing a new dependent or independent variable, or enhancing the empirics (data, sample, and/or methodology). It also is crucial to justify what you are planning to do by telling us why it is important and what we might learn from your endeavor.

- Lay out your theory and primary hypothesis. It is important that you specify your primary hypothesis (hypotheses) as clearly as you can and articulate the cause-and-effect logic that underlies it (them).

- Discuss how you will conduct any empirical tests. Provide any relevant details about your case selection (units of analysis and time period), measurement of important concepts, and your proposed methodology.

Note that some of the above components will be shorter or longer depending on the nature of what you are doing; that is, whether you are primarily focused on improving the empirics of current studies as compared to asking a brand new question or putting forward an entirely new explanation (for an existing question).

We will allocate the weeks to which you are assigned at the beginning of the semester. You should email your research extension paper to me and the rest of the class no later than **5:00pm on Monday**. All members of the class are expected to read the paper(s) before the next day’s class meeting. The papers not only will be graded; they also will be referenced during class as a means to spark discussion. Therefore, if you have written a paper for that week, you should be prepared to talk about the ideas that you engaged in your paper.

3) Research Design paper (40%) – You final project for this class is a detailed research design, which is a comprehensive plan for executing a paper on an IPE-related topic of interest. Completing a research design this semester will allow you to fully develop an idea that you may want to present, publish, or complete in the near future (as a conference paper, journal article, or even a dissertation topic). For a handful of you, it may make sense to write a complete paper (with data analysis) or to finish an already in-progress design (please discuss this with me).
The final research design paper should be approximately 12-18 pages long (not including bibliography and any supporting materials). It should include a description of your question, the motivation for choosing this question, a brief synthesis of existing scholarship (and how your research fits with this scholarship), a thorough development of your theory and hypotheses, and a detailed course of action (case selection, data collection, data analysis) for testing your hypotheses. **In effect, the design should read like a polished, peer-reviewed journal article, but with the empirical findings “chopped off.”**

There are two primary requirements for the research design assignment:

a) First, you are asked to submit a 2-4 page memo that contains: a brief description of your topic and question, a statement of your primary hypothesis/hypotheses (dependent and independent variable[s]), some initial sense of the methodology you intend to pursue, and a bibliography that lists at least five sources that are directly relevant to your paper. The purpose of the report is to get you started on the project before the very end of the semester and to allow me to provide everyone with some systematic feedback on his/her idea. The report must be given or e-mailed to me no later than **Wednesday, November 20**th (by 9pm).

b) The second and primary requirement is the final research design paper. As noted above, you should strive to write a paper that reads like a polished journal article, but with most of the second-half of the paper (i.e., the results and most of the conclusion) omitted. I would encourage you to speak with me about your topic and design throughout the semester. You are welcome to choose any topic you wish provided that it plausibly fits under the broad umbrella of “international political economy” and that your dependent variable or a primary independent variable is political-economic in nature. We will discuss the elements and requirements of the research design on an ongoing basis throughout the semester. The final research design is due to me by email (or you can give me a hardcopy in person) no later than **Monday, December 16**th by 7pm.

**Readings:**

All of the assigned readings in the course are articles from academic journals, and are available by searching via World Cat on the university library website. If you have problems locating an assigned reading, please let me know.

**Course Outline**

**August 27: The Current State of IPE**


September 3: Trade Preferences – foundational studies


September 10: Trade Preferences – recent approaches


September 17: Domestic Trade Interests and Institutions


**September 24: Trade Interests – Firms**


**October 1: Preferential Trade Agreements**


October 8: IPE and Conflict


October 15: Foreign Direct Investment


Li, Quan and Adam Resnick. 2003. “Reversal of Fortunes: Democratic Institutions and Foreign Direct Investment Inflows to Developing Countries.” *International Organization* 57(1): 175-211.


October 22: Exchange Rates and Borrowing


**October 29: Financial Liberalization**


**November 5: Globalization and Development**


November 12: Foreign Aid


November 19: Migration


November 26: NO CLASS

December 3: Emerging Topics and Readings

For this final week we will read 4-5 “to be determined” articles. These may be: i) articles that I realize fit your (collective) interests well; ii) papers that we come across during the course of the semester; iii) articles that are directly relevant to what some of you are doing in your final papers.

You may suggest articles to me throughout the semester, and I will compile a running list. I will make final decisions and let you know the list of readings more than a week in advance.